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  . . In few words: it is a drama about how two young lovers love and fight their way to each other. Khoka 420 খোকা 420 starring
Dev, Subhashree, Asif, Khan, Momaya Mahato, Dibyo Bhattacharya, and others . . . In few words: it is a drama about how two

young lovers love and fight their way to each other. খোকা 420: Dev & Subhashree . . . In few words: it is a drama about how two
young lovers love and fight their way to each other. খোকা 420 2013 Watch Bengali . . . In few words: it is a drama about how

two young lovers love and fight their way to each other. খোকা 420 খোকা 420 History The idea of this film was conceived in 2013
by the scriptwriter/ director Debesh Bhattacharya. "I had the idea of creating a film with a message in it. It would be like a mini

film festival, with various voices and cinematic styles." He started the shooting from September to November 2013, and
completed the film in 2014. Soundtrack The soundtrack for Khoka 420 consists of five songs including background score. The
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soundtrack of Khoka 420 was released on 31 July 2013 by Ustad Hotel. Critical response The film received mixed response
from critics upon its release. It received 3.2 out of 5 by the critics of the magazine New Indian Express. Similarly, the website

Koimoi gave 3 out of 5 and the film received 2.5 out of 5 by the website Scroll.in. The website Nowrunning gave 3 out of 5 and
mentioned, "You can see the culture and tradition of Bengal and its people in this entire movie, rather it is a celebration of

them." Another website Sify mentioned that, "It is a simple tale of love but there are a lot of things happening in it." Box office
The film earned 8.80 crore in its opening week, making it the 7th highest opening week of Bengali movies. At the end of its run

the film had collected 12.50 crore at the box office. The Hindi remake was a blockbuster, 82157476af
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